
Directed Drawing Instructions

- Draw in a continuous line (without taking your pen from the page) for 
2 minutes, 5 minutes, 10 minutes, or 30 minutes. This technique will grow your 
spatial awareness and will encourage you to only make the marks that you need to. 

- Keep focussed on the subject and draw it without looking at the page once, 
time yourself to do this in 2 minutes if it helps. Continuous line is good for this one too!

- Make a drawing with only 3 lines. Force yourself to decide what the three 
most imost important impressions/contours of the object are and then translate this with 
just three quick marks.

- Draw with the hand that is opposite to your writing hand, take your time: 
go slowly and carefully and see how different and interesting the drawing looks.

- Draw only the patterns and textures of the subject with no outlines (we̓re 
so used to starting with an outline! Let̓s scrap it for once)

- Draw only the silhouette, this is the outline of the subject and nothing else.

- - Go off of the page with your drawing making sure that every side has imagery 
extending beyond it. This could mean zooming in on the subject, or you could commit 
yourself to drawing the room surrounding it as well as your object.

- Focus on capturing the details. Draw a small part of your object in the very 
centre of the page, you decide where you̓re going to start and end the marks. 
Then rotate your drawing and do another right next to it, grow your creation a few 
times in this way & make a hybrid form/object.

- - Paint the negative space. Do this without drawing an outline, instead commit to 
conveying the space surrounding an object by filling it with colour on the page. 

- Change your mark making material every minute within a drawing, Try this 
for 3 or 5 minutes and choose very contrasting materials to draw with.

- Fill the the page with abstract patterns and textures and details that you 
can see on and around the subject to make a patchwork drawing. These don̓t have 
to be squares or blocks of pattern - feel when each one has to end and start.

- - Use only the colourful masking tape to create and imge of your object.

- Force yourself to change scale by drawing at 10% of the size that you would 
have. This will require you to be more careful and make less marks. Put a few of 
these drawings on one page. Cute! Is it different if you use thick or thin pens?



- Overlap different drawings on to the same page by drawing one simple line 
drawing & then creating another in a different pen over the top or over a part of it.

- Attach your tool to a stick (or a pencil) using the elastic band, and draw with 
this new extended tool…. Its harder! You̓ll have to go slowly and carefully.

- Draw only with scissors by cutting shapes out of the collage/sticker paper, 
no pens allowed! You̓ll find that your shapes become much simpler & more angular.

- - Use the scraps from the instruction above to form a new drawing on a 
different page.

- Trace a photograph or image from a magazine using the tracing paper. Don̓t
draw all of the image, instead decide what lines and forms you want to replicate.

- Draw with a mood in mind. Angry angles, fluid forms, straight style, floating 
cloud: when you think of these phrases how do they make you feel and how could it 
change the marks you make? Try thinking up some of your own.

- - Attach your tool to another tool using the elastic band, make sure they both 
touch the page and now create a drawing that has a mirrored one right next to it.

- Draw the object you are looking at by breaking it down into the most simple 
block shapes that you can imagine and then represent them on the page.

- Draw using only dots or only straight lines, or both!

- Draw with the wax stick onto a blank page and then paint a block colour 
version of the same image over the top. Look at how the first drawing appears!

- - Colourwash a page and then when it̓s dry draw objects over the top of it in pen.

- Paint silhouette shapes onto a page and then draw the details of the object in 
over the top with a pen.

After effects: Go back through your work and find one piece to draw a big thick 
outline around, find one to crop and cut down to a view that you prefer, create a 
little paper viewfinder and hold it over your work to redraw what you see in there, 
paint in the negative space on one, fill the negative space with pattern on another, 
can can you think of any more edits that improve the look of your work? Let me know! :)

WELL DONE! You have been incredibly artistic today. Be very proud of yourself!
Don̓t forget to tag @margategirl in your brilliant creations so that we can share 
them with all of the other fantastic artists who are using these instructions with you.
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